The OAC met in September, October, November, February, and April during the 2017-18 academic year.

**Accomplishments:**
Formal results of the 2018 review of the eight ABET accredited programs in SOE were reviewed. All seven Engineering Accreditation Commission programs are accredited until the next general review to occur in six years. The Computer Accreditation Commission requested an updated self-study addressing cited shortcomings to be submitted in June 2019.

The request for evaluation (RFE) was submitted to ABET for the BSCS program as per the results of the last ABET visit. It is expected that the BSCS program will submit a self-study in June 2019.

Coordinated updating of the UAchieve degree audit tool with the Registrar’s office.

**Activities:**
Migrated OAC files from the OAC Wiki to Box.

Updated university web links to degree sheets and annual enrollment data.

Reviewed and edited the OIR&E SOE annual alumni survey, first year student survey, and sophomore survey. Results of these surveys were presented and discussed.

Updated attribute changes for a number of SOE courses and evaluated attributes for a math course to maintain consistency with SOE programs and requirements.

Evaluated the process for counting SHUs on degree audit sheets for certification of degree requirements as required reviews by ABET Program Directors in each of the eight SOE ABET-accredited programs.

**Members:**
Wayne Chudyk (Chair), Sergio Fantini, BME; Babak Moavani, CE; Hyunmin Yi, CHE; Hwa Chang, CPE; Alva Couch, CS; Jeff Hopwood, EE; Andrew Ramsburg, EVE; Doug Matson and Briana Bouchard, ME; Sam Liggero, TGI; Chris Swan, Dean’s Office; Jennifer Stephan, Dean’s Office; Janel Blood, Dean’s Office; Zach Dumont, Dean’s Office; Christina Butler, OIR&E; Don Smith, OIR&E.
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